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PROBLEM

In many computer vision and pat-
tern recognition applications, people
often have images of the same scene
but obtained from different sources,
and consequently the conversion be-
tween the images of different styles are
required. This is a difficult problem
due to two aspects.

1. Characterizing a highly complex
mapping.

2. Describing the target style. (The
output should look like to be in
the style)

CONTRIBUTIONS

We propose a simple yet more general model to solve the cross-style image
synthesis problems. Our method trains a dictionary pair and a mapping function
simultaneously. The pair of dictionaries aims to characterize the two structural
domains of image types, and the mapping function that reveals the intrinsic rela-
tionship between the two styles. Our model can be adapted to various cross-style
image applications.In summary, our paper have two main contributions:

1. Proposed a novel coupled dictionary learning approach (Two dictionaries
will not be fully coupled, allowing much flexibility for synthesis).

2. Proposed a reliable style transform algorithm (Successful application in im-
age super-resolution and photo-sketch transformation).

RESULTS

×2 super-resolution. From left to right: low resolution image, high resolution
ground-truth, and reconstructed images by Bicubic, ScSR [1], SAI [2], SME [3] and
the proposed SCDL method.

Image Girl Butterfly Fence Starfish Parthenon House Foreman Leaves Average
SAI[2] 34.13 29.17 23.78 30.73 27.10 32.84 37.68 28.72 30.00
SME[3] 34.03 28.65 24.53 30.35 27.13 33.15 37.17 28.21 29.93
ScSR[1] 33.29 28.27 24.05 30.35 26.46 31.78 35.68 27.52 29.19

Proposed 34.25 29.62 24.76 30.94 27.32 33.21 37.26 28.92 30.26

×3 super-resolution. From left to right: low resolution image, high resolution
ground-truth, and reconstructed images by Bicubic, ScSR [1] and the proposed
SCDL method.

Image Girl Butterfly Fence Starfish Parthenon House Foreman Leaves Average
Bicubic 31.24 23.32 20.30 25.97 24.05 28.55 32.00 21.74 25.47
ScSR[1] 31.10 23.84 20.38 26.08 24.06 28.53 32.29 21.93 25.60

Proposed 31.90 24.61 20.96 26.60 24.68 29.25 33.37 22.64 26.32

In super-resolution, we can see that our proposed method outperforms state-of-
the-arts in most cases. In sketch-synthesis, compared with the final synthesis re-
sults reported in Wang et al.[4], our result seems over-smoothed. Considering we
simply use the averaging strategy for fusing overlapped patches, our results have
a large room to improve by coupling with some post-processing techniques.
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A FUTURE DIRECTION

In the future study, we will adap-
t SCDL to more types of cross-
modality synthesis tasks and extend
it to cross-style image recognition
tasks. More results and the MATLAB
source codes of this paper are available
at http://www.comp.polyu.edu.
hk/~cslzhang/SCDL.htm.

SEMI-COUPLED DICTIONARY LEARNING

• Training: min{Dx,Dy,W} ‖X−DxΛx‖2F + ‖Y −DyΛy‖2F + γ‖Λy −WΛx‖2F + λx‖Λx‖1 + λy‖Λy‖1 + λW ‖W‖2F

• Synthesis: In the synthesis stage, we still minimizing ESCDL instead of directly reconstruct the target sparse codes by
transforming the source sparse codes, which will find a balance between style fidelity and prediction ability.

• Model Selection: In real-world data, the mappings between different styles can be complex, spatial-variant and nonlin-
ear. In order to improve the robustness and stability of SCDL, a model selection (clustering) procedure can be integrated
into SCDL.


